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Abstract. We present two efficient protocols which implement robust threshold RSA
signature schemes, where the power to sign is shared byN players such that any subset
of T + 1 or more signers can collaborate to produce a valid RSA signature on any
given message, but no subset ofT or less corrupted players can forge a signature. Our
protocols are robust in the sense that the correct signature is computed even if up to
T players behave in an arbitrarily malicious way during the signature protocol. This,
in particular, includes the cases of players who refuse to participate or who introduce
erroneous values into the computation. Our robust protocols achieve optimal resiliency
as they can tolerate up to(N − 1)/2 faults, and their efficiency is comparable with the
efficiency of the underlying threshold RSA signature scheme. Our protocols require
RSA moduli which are the product of two safe primes, and that the underlying (cen-
tralized) RSA signature scheme is unforgeable. Our techniques also apply to the secure
sharing of the RSA decryption function.

We show that adding robustness to the existing threshold RSA schemes reduces to
solving the problem of how to verify an RSA signature without a public verification

∗ A preliminary version of the paper appeared inCrypto ’96 [GJKR1].
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exponent. Our technical contribution focuses on solving this problem. Once a solution
to this problem exists it can be applied to any existing threshold RSA signature scheme
in order to achieve arobustthreshold safe prime RSA signature scheme.

Key words. RSA signatures, Threshold RSA, Threshold cryptography.

1. Introduction

The idea of distributed signature schemes is to depart from the single-signer approach
in which one person is the sole holder of a secret key, and to allow a group of people
to “hold” the key in such a manner that they can, as a group, produce signatures, yet
no person on his own can generate a signature. The signature which is generated by the
group is the same as if it were generated by a single signer. This ensures the important
property that the verifier of such a signature does not need to be aware of the method
(centralized or distributed) used to generate the signature.

We say that a distributed signature scheme is a(T, N)-threshold signature scheme, if
given a messagem, and a group ofN players, where each one holds a part of the secret
key, any subset ofT + 1 or more players can generate the signature onm. We say that
the scheme issecure or unforgeableif no coalition ofT (or fewer) players can produce
a valid signature on a new message, even after the system has produced signatures for
many messages. Furthermore, a(T, N)-threshold signature scheme isrobust(or fault-
tolerant) if it can correctly compute signatures, even in the presence of up toT arbitrarily
malicious players.

Note that a simple secret sharing of the secret key and its reconstruction by a player
at signing time would not satisfy our requirement, as it allows future signatures to be
generated by a single player (i.e., such reconstruction would create a single point of
failure).

Robust threshold signature schemes have very important applications, and we exem-
plify this briefly. The secret key of a global certification authority will be an attractive
target for attacks. If the key is held in one site, then once this site is broken into, the
key is exposed. Yet, if the key is distributed amongN sites, using a(T, N)-threshold
signature scheme, then one needs to break intoT + 1 sites in order to learn the key or
forge signatures. In addition, once a site is broken into, it might exhibit arbitrary perfor-
mance, yet the system should still be able to generate signatures. Hence, we increase the
security and availability of a system by distributing the secret key. Furthermore, if the
key is held on a single site, then signatures cannot be generated if this site crashes. Note
that the trivial solution of key replication solves the availability problem, yet it requires
more sites to hold the full key, hence adding to the vulnerability of the system. A robust
threshold signature protocol can, in particular, tolerate up toT such crashes (and even
arbitrary malicious actions), thus increasing the availability of the signature operation
without decreasing its security.

Threshold signatures are part of the general approach known asthreshold cryptog-
raphy introduced through the works of Desmedt [Des1], Boyd [Bo], Croft and Harris
[CH], and Desmedt and Frankel [DF1]. For an early survey on threshold cryptography
see [Des2]. Solutions for the case of the RSA signature scheme are especially impor-
tant because of its widespread use (a de facto standard). In addition, since in the RSA
cryptosystem the signing algorithm coincides with the decryption algorithm, solutions
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to shared RSA signatures usually lead to shared RSA decryption procedures which have
various applications, e.g., key escrow (see [Mi]) and secure distributed storage (see
[GGJR]). Desmedt and Frankel initiated the study of threshold RSA [DF2], which was
followed by De Santis, et al. [DDFY]. These papers provide solutions for the problem
of threshold RSA, however, they lack the robustness property.

The basic paradigm followed by known threshold signature schemes is as follows. Each
playerPi has a sharedi corresponding to the signature keyd. Given a messagem each
of the playersPi participating in the signature generation computes a “partial signature”
which depends on the messagem, the secret local keydi , and, possibly, other public
information. Partial signatures are then combined into the required full signature onm.
This combining operation does not require secrecy and thus can be executed in a public
form or by any (not necessarily trusted) single party. In particular, partial signatures do
not require secrecy protection. On the other hand, a single incorrect partial signature can
lead to a wrong final signature onm. Therefore, in order to add the robustness property
to such a threshold signature scheme it suffices to solve the problem of verifying the
correctness of a single partial signature.

It turns out that in all known threshold RSA signature schemes (e.g., [DF2], [DDFY],
and [Ra2]), checking a partial signature reduces to checking an RSA signature produced
using the secretdi held by the signing playerPi . In these partial signaturesdi is in
fact a secret RSA exponent, and the partial signature has the formmdi modn wheren
is the public RSA modulus. What makes this verification problem nontrivial is that the
corresponding verification exponentei is unknown. In fact, this exponent must be hidden
even fromPi since the knowledge ofdi andei together allows him to factorn and in
turn to forge signatures. Hence, the problem our paper focuses on is: how to verify an
RSA signature for which the modulus is known but the verification exponent is not.

Technically, the main contribution of our paper is in presenting and analyzing two
efficient solutions for the problem of verifying a partial signature. Once this problem is
solved the solution can be incorporated into any of the exiting threshold schemes [DF2],
[DDFY], [Ra2] in order to achieve a robust scheme. In this paper we exemplify this by
applying our current solution to the threshold RSA result of [Ra2].

The first solution is achieved by employing extensions which we developed of the
Information Checking Protocolof Rabin and Ben-Or [Ra1], [RB]. The second solution
draws from theundeniable signaturework initiated by Chaum and van Antwerpen [CA].
This later protocol is of independent interest and our solution has been already used
in other applications such as in [GKR] to achieve RSA-based undeniable signatures,
and [FGMY], and [Ra2] in the context of proactive RSA. Our solutions require RSA
composites of a special form, namely, the product of two safe primes (see Section 3).

We then combine this solution with an efficient threshold RSA scheme (e.g., [Ra2])
in order to achieve an efficient solution for robust(T, N)-threshold RSA signatures, for
any threshold valueT , N ≥ 2T + 1.

In a recent and independent work, Frankel, et al. [FGY] have extended the notion of
result-checkingintroduced by Blum and Kannan [BK], to the setting ofwitness-based
cryptographic checking. Among the main motivations for that work is the generation
of a robust threshold RSA signature scheme. The result of [FGY] works for any form
of the RSA composite. While [FGY] provides a more general theoretical framework,
our techniques, specifically designed for safe prime RSA, result in much more efficient
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and practical solutions. In particular, our basic protocols involve just a small constant
number of modular exponentiations while in [FGY] a very large number of such costly
exponentiations is required (at leastO(k) exponentiations for a probability of error
of 2−k).

Our scheme eliminates single points of failure from the system once the key is shared.
We assume a dealer which generates the RSA keys and shares the secret key among the
players, erasing afterward all the secret information it holds. The dealer is still a single
point of failure in the system, but its presence is now limited to a very short period of
time (the initialization of the system). In a recent result Boneh and Franklin [BF] showed
a way to generate the RSA keys in a distributed fashion. Yet their solution cannot be used
in our setting as it does not provide a method for verifying the properties of the composite
modulus that we require. We note that, in principle, one could use generic results for
secure multiparty computation [GMW1], [BGW], [CCD] to generate, distribute, and
verify properties of an RSA key, but those are obviously too impractical for actual use.

2. Overview of Our Results

We briefly describe the basic construction underlying the existing threshold RSA
schemes. Givenn = pq, wherep andq are large primes andϕ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1),
the public RSA key is a pair(n,e), where gcd(e, ϕ(n)) = 1, the secret key is a number
d, s.t. ed ≡ 1 modϕ(n), and the signature on a messagem is Sm = md modn. We
note that such a scheme applied directly to the signed messagem is not secure against
forgery; hereafter, we considerm to be an encoding—e.g., using a hash function—of
the original message to be signed such that the resultant signature can be assumed to be
secure against forging.

A distributed(T, N)-threshold signature scheme has two phases. In the first one, called
the Dealing Phase, the secret keyd is shared among theN players, such that each player
Pi has a “share”di of d. These shares are created in such a manner that in the second
phase, which is called the Signature Phase, when a messagem is given, any subsetSof
T + 1 players can generate “partial signatures”σi = mdi modn, i ∈ S, which are then
combined to generate the signature ofm. For illustration and concreteness, we provide
in Section 3.3 details of one such threshold RSA scheme from [Ra2].

All of the existing RSA threshold schemesrequire, in order for the generated signature
to be correct, that all partial signaturesσi be correct as well. Consequently, these schemes
cannot tolerate faults. If we are to confront failures, we must be able to detect which of
the partial signatures provided by the players are improper. Once the incorrect partial
signatures are sieved out, the computation can be carried out the same way as in the case
where there are no faults.

In this paper we concentrate on providing solutions for the problem of detecting an
improper partial signature. In the known threshold RSA solutions (in particular, [DF2],
[DDFY], and [Ra2]), the sharesd1, . . . ,dN of the secret keyd can be viewed themselves
as RSA secret keys. Yet, for each of these keys the corresponding public exponent,
ei = d−1

i modϕ(n), is unknown. Furthermore, the public exponentei must notbe known
even to the signerPi as it would expose a multiple ofϕ(n) and hence would allowPi

to factorn [DeL] (and thus produce full signatures by itself without collaboration of
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a threshold of players). Hence, we are faced with the problem of checking a partial
signature for which we do not have a public exponent. Under the circumstances where
the public exponent is not known, there must be some other information that allows the
verification of such partial signatures.

To achieve this goal, additionalverification data, denotedV11,V12, . . . ,VN N, is gen-
erated in the Dealing Phase, whereVi j is a piece of information used by playerPi during
the Signature Phase to check the partial signatureσj provided by another playerPj .

The following is a schema that represents in a generic way the phases and components
of a robust threshold RSA signature scheme:

The protocols presented in this paper correspond to the “black-boxes” shown in the
schema. Using these protocols we can prove that there exist robust and unforgeable
threshold RSA signature schemes (see Theorem 3).

We observe that the addition of the verification protocols to an otherwise nonrobust
threshold signature scheme has an obvious performance cost. However, under normal
circumstances when the system is not under active attack one can avoid this extra over-
head: each player generates a signature from the appropriate number of broadcasted
partial signatures, and then checks the obtained combined signature using the known
public exponente. If the result is a proper signature, then there is no need for verification
of the partial signatures. Only if the combined signature fails should the verification
protocols that we provide be triggered.

The tradeoffs between different properties of a fault-tolerant threshold RSA depend
on the particular application of these techniques. For example, some applications may
require minimal communication between the players during the Signature Phase. Others
might need that partial signatures will be “publicly verifiable,” namely, that any person,
even outside the group ofN players, can verify every partial signature. We have devised
two different protocols for verification of partial signatures to address these different
requirements. The choice of which protocol to use depends on the needs of a specific
application.

The first protocol has anoninteractiveSignature Phase, and requires each player to hold
local secret verification data. The second protocol requiresinteractionin order to verify
partial signatures, yet all the verification data is public (in particular, even parties not
present at the dealing phase can later act as verifiers of partial signatures). In the Dealing
Phase of the later protocol a publicly knownsamplemessage and its corresponding
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partial signatures are generated. In the Signature Phase of this protocol anyone can
verify a player’s partial signature by interacting with him, and using the sample signature
as the basis for the proof. Both solutions are efficient computationwise (a verification
involves only a few RSA exponentiations). Surprisingly, our noninteractive verification is
somewhat more efficient in computation than the interactive one. Communicationwise
the noninteractive solution is clearly optimal, while the interactive solution requires
the exchange of four messages between every two players. Both protocols enjoy the
fundamental property that they do not leak any information that can be used by the
players (even malicious ones) to forge signatures.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Computation and Adversary Model

We assume that our computation model is composed of a set ofN players{P1, . . . , PN}.
They are connected by a complete network of private (i.e., untappable) point-to-point
channels. In addition, they have access to a dedicated broadcast channel; by dedicated
we mean that ifPi broadcasts a message, it will be recognized by the other players as
coming fromPi .

These assumptions (privacy of the communication channels and dedication of the
broadcast channel) allow us to focus on a high-level description of the protocols. How-
ever, it is worth noticing that these abstractions can be substituted with cryptographic
techniques for privacy and authentication.

In addition to theN signing players, there exists a special entity, the dealerD, who
generates (or is given) the secret signature key and is responsible for generating and
distributing the key shares and verification dataV11,V12, . . . ,VN N among the players.
This distribution occurs before the system starts producing signatures and we call this the
Dealing Phase. Only during this phase is the dealer active. It has no role during signature
generation. (In practical implementations one could destroy all data held by the dealer
at the end of the Dealing Phase.)

Our solutions deal with a special form of RSA, which is the following: the composite
n will be generated as a product of two primesp,q of the form p = 2p′ + 1 and
q = 2q′ +1 where bothp′,q′ are primes. The size ofp′,q′ is related to a global security
parameter.

THE ADVERSARY. We assume a computationally bounded adversary,A, who cannot
break the underlying basic signature scheme. This adversary can corrupt up toT of the
N ≥ 2T+1 players in the network. We consider amaliciousadversary who learns all the
information held by the corrupted players and hears the broadcasted messages. He may
cause corrupted players to behave in any (possibly malicious) way. Yet, the adversary
can never corrupt the dealerD1 or read its memory. Nor can he tap the communication
line between two uncorrupted players.

1 In Section 7 we relax this assumption by showing how the dealing actions of the dealer can be verified by
the other players.
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3.2. Definitions of Threshold Signature Schemes

The following definitions of secure threshold signature schemes are from [GJKR2].
Related definitions can be found in [CMI]. We start by recalling the definition of signature
schemes in the traditional nondistributed setting.

Signature Scheme. A signature schemeS is a triple of efficient randomized algorithms
(Key-Gen, Sig, Ver). Key-Gen is thekey generatoralgorithm: on input a random string,
it outputs a pair(VK,SK), such thatVK is thepublic keyandSK is thesecret keyof the
signature scheme.Sig is thesigningalgorithm: on input a messagem and the secret key
SK, it outputssig, a signature of the messagem. Ver is theverificationalgorithm. On
input a messagem, the public keyVK, and a stringsig, it checks whethersig is a proper
signature ofm.

The notion of security for signature schemes was formally defined by Goldwasser, et
al. [GMR1] using various security flavors. The following definition captures the strongest
of these notions: existential unforgeability against adaptively chosen message attack.

Definition 1. We say that a signature schemeS = (Key-Gen,Sig,Ver) is unforgeableif
no adversary who is given the public keyVK generated byKey-Gen, and the signatures of
k adaptively chosen messagesm1, . . . ,mk, can produce the signature on a new message
m with nonnegligible probability.

Threshold Signature Schemes. Let S = (Key-Gen, Sig, Ver) be a signature
scheme. A(T, N)-threshold signature schemeT S for S is a pair of protocols (Thresh-
Key-Gen, Thresh-Sig) for the set of players{P1, . . . , PN} (and for a designated dealer in
the case ofThresh-Key-Gen).

Thresh-Key-Gen is a key generation protocol carried out by a designated dealer to
generate a pair(VK,SK) of public/private keys with the same distribution asKey-Gen.
At the end of the protocol the private output of playerPi is a valueSKi (related to the
private keySK). The public output of the protocol contains the public keyVK.

Thresh-Sig is the distributed signature protocol. The private input ofPi is the value
SKi . The public inputs for all players consist of a messagem and the public keyVK.
The output of the protocol is the valuesig= Sig(m,SK). (The verification algorithm is,
therefore, the same as in the regular signature schemeS.)

Secure Threshold Signature Schemes.Our definition of security includes bothun-
forgeabilityandrobustnessas defined below.

Definition 2. We say that a (T, N)-threshold signature schemeT S =
(Thresh-Key-Gen, Thresh-Sig) is unforgeableif no malicious adversary who corrupts
at mostT players can produce the signature on any new (i.e., previously unsigned) mes-
sage m, given the view of the protocolThresh-Key-Gen and of the protocol
Thresh-Sig on input messagesm1, . . . ,mk which the adversary adaptively chose.
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This is the analogous to the notion of existential unforgeability under chosen message
attack presented in Definition 1. Notice that now the adversary does not just see the
signatures ofk messages adaptively chosen, but also the internal state of the corrupted
players and the public output of the protocols. Following [GMR1] one can also define
weaker notions of unforgeability.

In order to prove unforgeability we use the concept ofsimulatable adversary view
[GMR2], [MR]. Intuitively, this means that the adversary who sees all the information
of the corrupted players and the signature ofm, could generate by itself all the other
public information produced by the protocolThresh-Sig. In other words, the run of the
protocol provides no useful information to the adversary other than the final signature
onm.

Definition 3. A threshold signature schemeT S = (Thresh-Key-Gen, Thresh-Sig) is
simulatableif the following properties hold for any efficient (polynomial-time) adversary
againstT S:

1. The protocolThresh-Key-Gen is simulatable. That is, there exists an efficient
(polynomial-time) simulatorSIM1 that, on input the public keyVK generated by
an execution ofThresh-Key-Gen, can simulate the view of the adversary on that
execution.

2. The protocolThresh-Sig is simulatable. That is, there exists an efficient simulator
SIM2 that, on input the public input ofThresh-Sig (in particularVK andm), the
transcript of the execution ofSIM1 (in particular the private information held by the
adversary), and the signaturesigof m, SIM2 can simulate the view of the adversary
on an execution ofThresh-Sig that generatess as an output.

This is actually a stronger property than what we need. Indeed it would be enough
for us to say that the executions of the protocolsThresh-Key-Gen andThresh-Sig give
the adversary no advantage in forging signatures for the schemeS. In other words, we
could allow the adversary to gain knowledge provided that such knowledge is useless
for forging. However, our stronger definition subsumes this specific goal and provides
a proof of security for any of the “flavors” of signature security as listed in [GMR1]
(see Proposition 1 below). Another important advantage of proving simulatability of the
protocol is that this property allows for securely composing the threshold protocol into
other application protocols.2

Proposition 1. If S is an unforgeable signature scheme(Definition 1) and T S is a
simulatable threshold signature protocol(Definition 3) for S, thenT S is unforgeable
(Definition2).

Proof. We prove this for the case of an existential unforgeability against adaptive
chosen message attack. The proof is similar for weaker notions.

2 The simulators used in this paper all admitauxiliary inputand thus can besequentiallycomposed [Go].
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Assume thatT S is forgeable, i.e., upon executingk threshold signature genera-
tions on messagesm1, . . . ,mk and outputting the appropriate signatures, an adversary
who corrupted at mostT players can produce a signature on a new (previously un-
signed) messagem. Denote this adversary byA. Let us design a forgerF for the sig-
nature schemeS. ForgerF has access to an oracle that provides signatures underS
using a given public keyVK. In the construction ofF we make use of the adversary
A and the simulatorsSIM1 andSIM2 of the adversaryA that are guaranteed to exist by
Definition 3.

First, F runs SIM1 with public key VK to obtain the view of the adversaryA on
an execution of the key generation process that results on output of the public keyVK.
In particular, this adversary’s view contains the private information of the corrupted
players.

ThenF runsSIM2 with adversaryA as follows. For each messagemi queried byA,
F queries theS signature oracle to obtain the signature onmi , and uses this signature
as input toSIM2.

In this way the whole view ofA from key generation to the distributed computation
of signatures on the messagesm1, . . . ,mk chosen byA is generated byF with an
indistinguishable distribution from the real execution. IfAsucceeds in forging a signature
on a new messagem, then so doesF . However, the latter contradicts the security of the
signature schemeS.

As we remarked earlier, Definitions 1 and 2 can be relaxed to allow weaker notions of
unforgeability [GMR1]. Proposition 1 holds also for these weaker notions. That is, if
T S is simulatable, thenT S inherits the same level of unforgeability thatS has.

We now define the other important property of threshold schemes, namely, robustness.
This property ensures that the protocol will compute a correct output even in the presence
of malicious faults.

Definition 4. A threshold signature schemeT S = (Thresh-Key-Gen, Thresh-Sig) is
T-robust if even in the presence of an adversary who corruptsT players, bothThresh-
Key-Gen andThresh-Sig are guaranteed to complete successfully.

Remark(optimal resiliency). A consequence of our definition of security, that requires
both unforgeability and robustness (as long asT or less parties are corrupted), is that the
total numberN of players in the system must be at least 2T + 1. To see this, assume by
means of contradiction that there is a secure(T, N)-threshold signature scheme where up
to T players may be maliciously faulty andN = 2T . Consider the following adversary
strategy: crash the faultyT players during the signature computation protocol. Since the
protocol is robust this means that it will successfully complete anyway. However, this
means that the remainingT players can compute the signature on their own which is
in direct contradiction with the fact that the scheme is unforgeable for coalitions ofT
or less players. Notice that this argument applies to our setting with a trusted dealer;
indeed, there is nothing a trusted dealer can do to avoid the above counterexample. An
important property of our schemes is that they achieveN = 2T + 1 and thus they are
optimally resilient.
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Input: Secret keyd, compositen,
number of playersN, and thresholdT .

Secret Key Distribution—executed by the dealer.

1. Choose and handPi value di ∈R [0..ϕ(n) − 1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, setdN = d −∑N−1
i=1 di modϕ(n).

2. Share the valuedi using anyT-out-of-N Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) protocol.

Signature Generation
Input: Messagem.

1. PlayerPi publishes partial signatureσi = mdi modn.
2. If playerPi fails to give a partial signature all players reconstructdi using the Reconstruction

Phase of the VSS protocol.

3. SetSm =
∏N

i=1 σi modn.

Fig. 1. Secret key distribution and signature generation [Ra2].

3.3. Threshold Sharing of RSA functions

As said before, our contribution is in adding the robustness property to existing RSA
threshold signature schemes. Our techniques apply to several such schemes. For the sake
of illustration and concreteness we briefly describe here a particular solution to which
our techniques add robustness. We choose to present the solution of [Ra2] due to its
extreme simplicity. This solution is presented in Fig. 1 and is explained next. We stress
however that our techniques are applicable to several other nonrobust threshold RSA
schemes like the ones in [DF2] and [DDFY].

Given the secret keyd and p,q the dealer chooses random valuesd1, . . . ,dN−1 ∈R

[0..ϕ(n) − 1], he then setsdN = d −∑N−1
i=1 di modϕ(n). For each valuedi he further

shares this value using anyT-out-of-N Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) protocol (e.g,
[BGW] and [Pe] where the sharing is computed in a prime fieldZP with P > n). We
stress that this is a one-time operation.

On input a messagem the protocol is carried out by having each player compute the
partial signatureσi = mdi modn and publish it. The signature isSm =

∏N
i=1 mdi modn.

This works if all players are honest, however, a malicious player may contribute an
incorrect partial signature. Our techniques allow for testing each partial signature for
correctness. If a player fails to compute the correct partial signature, then his share
di is reconstructed using the VSS Reconstruction Phase, and the partial signature is
recomputed.

Remark. In order to simplify the description of our robustness technique, what we
described above is a simplified version of the protocol in [Ra2]. In particular, [Ra2]
presents ways to avoid revealing in the clear the shares of players who do not contribute
a correct partial signature (this can be desirable in case the player is not really corrupted,
but simply disconnected or lagging). Our techniques can be directly applied to add
robustness to the complete solution of [Ra2] as well.
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3.4. A Technical Issue

The methods which we describe in this paper for verifying a single RSA signature
pose a technical difficulty. A partial signatureσi will be accepted as correct if either
σi = mdi modn or σi = −mdi modn. As it turns out this is not a serious problem. A
wrong sign can only influence the sign of the final signature, but then the correct sign
can be decided using the public verification exponente on the produced signature.

3.5. Notation

For a positive integerk we denote [k]
def= {1, . . . , k}. The public modulus is denoted by

n. We assumen = pq, and p = 2p′ + 1, q = 2q′ + 1, wherep < q and p,q, p′,q′

are all prime numbers.Z∗n denotes the multiplicative group of integers modulon, and
ϕ(n) = (p− 1)(q− 1) is the order of this group. For an elementw ∈ Z∗n we denote by
ord(w) the order ofw in Z∗n and byind(w) the index ofw in this group (it holds that
ind(w) = ϕ(n)/ord(w)). The subgroup generated by an elementw ∈ Z∗n is denoted by
〈w〉. The numberd ∈ [ϕ(n)] denotes the (private) signature exponent. For any message
m ∈ Z∗n we denote bySm the corresponding signature onm, namely,Sm = md modn.

4. Noninteractive Robust Threshold RSA

Here we present our noninteractive solution to the robustness problem of threshold RSA
signatures. Section 4.2 contains the protocol for dealing verification information during
the Dealing Phase, while in Section 4.3 we describe the protocol for verification of
partial signatures during the Signature Phase. (See the schema in Section 2 for the role
of these components in the full threshold signature protocol.) Our solution is based on the
Information Checking Protocol (ICP) from [Ra1] and [RB]. The original ICP technique
is intended forone-timeverification of information provided by an untrusted party. In our
case we extend this technique to verification ofmultiplepartial signatures; in particular,
we extend ICP to work over the integers rather than over a prime field as originally
designed.

We first give a very rough sketch of the noninteractive solution. Consider two players
P and V , P generates a signature whichV wants to verify. The verification will be
achieved by having bothP andV hold auxiliary values. The proverP holds valuesd
(the secret key) andy. The verifierV holdsb andc, such thaty = bd+ c. The values
d, y, b, andc are dealt to the corresponding parties during the Dealing Phase (and kept
secret by the parties). Given a messagem, the prover generates the partial signature
md modn, and the additional informationmy modn. P gives these values toV , who
verifies the partial signature by checking whether(md)bmc = my modn.

An important technical aspect of this solution is that the equalityy = bd+ c needs
to hold over the integers. The more natural approach of generating this equation modulo
ϕ(n), would enableP andV to combine their information and compute a multiple of
ϕ(n) which, in turn, would allow for the efficient factorization ofn [DeL]. In the next
subsection we present an extension over the integers of the original ICP.
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ICP-Gen-Integers

Input: RSA compositen, secret valued ∈ [ϕ(n)] known to D,
security parameters 0≤ k1, k2, k3 = k1 + k2 + logn.

1. Chooseb ∈ [2k1] andc ∈ [2k3] with uniform distribution.
2. Computey = c+ bd over the integers.
3. Secretly transmitd andy to the proverP.
4. Secretly transmitb andc to the verifierV .

Fig. 2. The ICP generation protocol.

4.1. Extensions of Information Checking

The following protocol is carried out by three players: a dealerD, who is nonfaulty,
and two additional players: proverP and verifierV , who can be either faulty or not.
In Fig. 2 we present the ICP generation protocol over the integers, carried out by the
dealer. The protocol gets as input the RSA composite, the secretd, and two security
parametersk1 andk2. The computation carried out in the protocol is a function of the
security parameters.

For the following we denoteY def= [2k1+logn, . . . ,2k3].

Lemma 1. Given values d∈ [ϕ(n)] and y∈ Y, for every possible value of b there is
exactly one possible value for c∈ [2k3] such that y= bd+ c.

Proof. Since the computation is over the integers, there is exactly one value ofc for
eachb,d, and y. Furthermore, ifb ∈ [2k1] and y ∈ [2k1+logn, . . . ,2k3], then value
c = y− bd is contained in [2k3] because

1≤ 2k1+logn − 2k1ϕ(n) = ymin− bmaxdmax ≤ c ≤ ymax− bmindmin = 2k3 − 1,

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 2. Pr( y 6∈ Y ) ≤ 1/2k2.

Proof. The number of options to choose different pairs ofb andc is 2k12k3. The range
Y is of size 2k3 − 2k1+logn. From Lemma 1 it follows that each valuey in this range can
be generated by 2k1 pairs(b, c). Consequently, asb, c are chosen with uniform distribu-
tion, the probability ofy falling outside of this range is 1− (2k3 − 2k1+logn)2k1/2k32k1 =
1/2k2.

In a generic (one-time) application of ICP the variablesy,d and b, c are used by
playersP andV in anauthentication protocolin the following way: When the prover
P wants to prove to the verifierV that he holds the valued which he received fromD,
he sendsd andy to V . Upon receiving valueŝd, ŷ from P, the verifieracceptsd̂ (i.e.,
concludes that̂d = d) only if ŷ = bd̂ + c.
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In the following lemma we prove the properties of the ICP over the integers with respect
to the generation protocol (Fig. 2) and the above described authentication protocol.

Lemma 3 (ICP over the Integers).

Completeness.If P and V follow the protocol, then V always accepts d in the au-
thentication protocol.

Soundness.The probability that P generateŝd, ŷ such that c+ bd̂ = ŷ when in fact
d̂ 6= d is at most1/2k1 + 1/2k2. We denote this occurrence as OC1.

Zero-knowledge.Given b, c the verifier learns no additional information on the value
d, i.e., for any value d0, Prob[d = d0|b, c] = Prob[d = d0].

Proof. Completeness. Immediate.
Soundness. Notice that Pr(OC1 ) ≤ Pr(OC1 | y ∈ Y ) + Pr( y 6∈ Y ). From

Lemma 1 it follows that ify ∈ Y, then P will be able to generate valueŝd, ŷ (where
d̂ 6= d) which satisfy the equation̂y = bd̂+ c with probability at most 1/2k1. Lemma 2
gives us the probability thaty falls out of this range. Combining these probabilities we
prove our lemma.

Zero-knowledge. Valuesb and c are uniformly distributed and randomly chosen
independently fromd, and hence reveal no information on its value.

4.2. Generation of Verification Data(Dealing Phase)

In order to generate the data for verification of partial signatures within the context of
the Dealing Phase, the dealer simply runs ICP-Gen-Integers (Fig. 2) for every pair of
playersPi and Pj . All these invocations have as input the same RSA compositen and
security parametersk1, k2. For the invocation wherePi is the proverP, and Pj is the
verifier V , the secret key input isdi , namely,Pi ’s secret partial key.

It will be seen later that a single pair of valuesb, c suffices forV to verify multiple
different partial signatures ofP. This results in an efficient protocol for the dealer, as
the number of invocations to the ICP-Gen-Integers protocol during the Dealing Phase
depends only on the number of players but not on the number of signatures that the
system will need to generate.

As a result of the complete Dealing Phase, playerPi holds the following values:

1. His sharedi .
2. Auxiliary authentication valuesyi,1, . . . , yi,N , whereyi, j ∈ Z is used to prove his

partial signature toPj .
3. Verification dataV1,i , . . . ,VN,i , whereVj,i = (bj,i , cj,i ), bj,i ∈ [2k1], andcj,i ∈

[2k3]. For each j , the pairVj,i is used to verify the correctness ofPj ’s partial
signatures.

4.3. Partial Signatures Verification(Signature Phase)

We show the protocol for verification of a partial signature where there are two players,
P andV , each holding the data which they received in ICP-Gen-Integers. The protocol
appears in Fig. 3. In the context of the Signature Phase this protocol will be carried
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Noninteractive Verification

Input: PlayerV : b ∈ [2k1], c ∈ [2k3].
PlayerP: d ∈ [ϕ(n)], y = bd+ c.
Both players: messagem ∈ Z∗n, RSA compositen.

1. P broadcasts the signatureŜm = md modn and the auxiliary valueY = my modn.
2. V checks ifŜb

mmc = Y. If yes, he concludes thatŜm = ±md modn and accepts it.

Fig. 3. The Noninteractive Verification protocol.

out by every pair of players. After executing all these invocations of the Noninteractive
Verification protocol, playerPi will take a subset ofT + 1 partial signatures which he
has accepted, and will generate the signature onm.

Theorem 1(Noninteractive Verification). Assume that a cheating prover P∗ cannot
break RSA with modulus n(in particular, he does not know and cannot compute the
factorization of n). Let n= pq, where p< q, p = 2p′ +1,q = 2q′ +1,and p,q, p′,q′

are all prime numbers.

Completeness.If P and V follow the protocol, then V always accepts the partial
signature.

Soundness.A cheating prover P∗ can convince V to acceptŜm 6= ±md modn, with
probability at most1/p′ + 1/2k1 + 1/2k2.

Zero-knowledge.V does not learn any information beyond the signature Sm =md

modn, i.e., given Sm,b, c there is a polynomial time procedure to compute Y.

Proof. Completeness. Immediate.
Soundness. First we examine the case wherey ∈ Y = [2k1+logn, . . . ,2k3]. Notice

that the verifier uses a deterministic procedure to accept or reject the published pairS,Y.
Therefore the probability stated in the theorem is taken over the coin tosses of the dealer
in ICP-Gen-Integers which are consistent with the view of the prover (i.e., the valuey). In
order forP to convinceV to accept̂Sm,Y, it must hold thatY = Ŝb

mmc modn. We know
from the ICP-Gen-Integers protocol thaty = bd+ c, and hencemy = (md)bmc modn.
By dividing these two equations we get that

Y m−y = (Ŝmm−d)b modn. (1)

This means thatY m−y must be in the subgroup〈Ŝmm−d〉. Let k be the minimal value
such thatY m−y = (Ŝmm−d)k modn. Consequently, (1) is satisfied only ifb = k mod
ord(Ŝmm−d). Sinceb is chosen at random with uniform distribution from [2k1], the
probability that a pair(Ŝm,Y) satisfies 1 is

Pr(b = k mod ord(Ŝmm−d) ) ≤ d2
k1/ord(Ŝmm−d)e

2k1
≤ 1

ord(Ŝmm−d)
+ 1

2k1
.

Because of the special form ofn, there are only four elements ofZ∗n whose order is smaller
thanp′, namely, the four roots of unity. If̂Smm−d = ±1 modn thenŜm = ±md modn. If
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the prover could find̂Sm such that̂Smm−d is a nontrivial root of unity, then he could factor
n which we assume to be infeasible. For all other choices ofŜm, orderord(Ŝmm−d) ≥ p′.
This completes the proof for the case wherey ∈ Y. However, from Lemma 2 we know
that the probability thaty 6∈ Y is at most 1/2k2, by combining these two probabilities
we get the desired probability.

Zero-knowledge. Immediate since, knowingb, c, andŜm = md modn, the verifier
can computeY = my = Ŝb

mmc modn. (We comment that since this is a noninteractive
procedure, the only role ofV is in the verification of the information sent by the prover;
thus we do not need to consider—as is typical in the interactive case—arbitrary behaviors
of V .)

The prover can compute the signature one time (for all players), and generate the
additional needed values for each player individually. To give a numerical example of the
amount of computation that the two parties carry out, assume that the desired probability
of error for the protocol is set to 2−80. In this case bothk1 andk2 can be set to 81. Then
the prover does one full exponentiation for the computation of the signature, also for
each player he computes another exponentiation andk1+ k2 (i.e., 162) multiplications.
The verifier on his part computes a single full exponentiation and 2k1 + k2 (i.e., 243)
multiplications.

Note that a single pair(b, c) is sufficient forV to verify the multiple signature ofP,
as forP to compute these values is equivalent to breaking RSA.

Remark. The valuesb, c are used byV as secret exponents in modular exponentiations.
Notice that we choose those exponents relatively short (i.e.,k1 andk2 bits, respectively).
It is known that there are some attacks on RSA using short secret exponents (e.g., [Wi]),
but they do not apply in this case for the following reasons:

• those attacks use the knowledge of a public exponent which is not present here,
• more importantly the results of the exponentiationsŜb

m andmc areneverrevealed
by V , as they are used for internal checks only.

4.4. Performance Analysis

Computation. Under normal operation of the system, i.e., when no faults occur,
each player needs to compute a partial signature which is a single exponentiation of an
exponent which is the length of the RSA modulus.

When faults occur the players need to engage in Noninteractive Verification. Each
such verification requiresP to carry out an additional exponentiation of an exponent of
lengthk3. The verifier needs to compute two exponentiations with exponents of length
at mostk3.

When a player fails the noninteractive verification test, which means that it is faulty,
the private share of this player is reconstructed. This is done using the VSS Reconstruc-
tion Phase which is a computation which requires only a polynomial number inN of
multiplications.
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Memory. The size of secret memory required for each player is(N+1) logn+3Nk3.

Communication. Signature generation requires one round of communication. If Non-
interactive Verification is invoked this requires an additional round of communication,
and the VSS Reconstruction Phase requires another additional round.

5. Interactive Robust Threshold RSA

Like in the noninteractive protocol the two components of the interactive protocol are
the protocol for dealing verification information during the Dealing Phase (5.1), and the
protocol for verification of partial signatures during the Signature Phase (5.2). (See the
schema in Section 2.)

The basic idea underlying the interactive solution is that RSA signatures can be verified
even if the verification exponent is unknown to the verifier, provided that the later is given
the correct RSA signature on a (suitably chosen and) known messagew. That is, there
will be a fixed and publicsamplemessagew for which the partial signatureswdi modn,
i = 1,2, . . . , N, corresponding to theN players are all known. The choice ofw and
generation of sample signatures are all done during the dealing phase.

5.1. Generation of Verification Data(Dealing Phase)

The verification information dealt during the initialization protocol (and used during the
Signature Phase to verify partial signatures) consists of a random publicsamplemessage
w and and its corresponding sample partial signatureswdi modn, for each one of the
partial keysdi held by the players. The sample signatures are broadcast to all players,
and can even be made public (Fig. 4).

In terms of our generic schema in Section 2, the verification data isVi, j = wj =
wdj modn, for all i, j . Notice that unlike in the noninteractive protocol, here theVi, j ’s
are public. Furthermore, note that the commitments to the partial key also generate a
commitment to the signing keyd, i.e., the valuewd modn is also made public.

5.2. Verification of Partial Signatures(Signature Phase)

During the Signature Generation Phase, a shared signature is computed using the partial
signatures. Here, we provide a protocol by which each partial signature can be verified

Sample Partial-Signature Generation

Input: Public: RSA modulusn.
DealerD: key-sharesdi ∈ [ϕ(n)], for i = 1,2, . . . , N.

1. D chooses a random valuew of high order inZ∗n and broadcasts valueswi = wdi modn
for i = 1,2, . . . , N.

Fig. 4. The sample signature generation protocol.
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by the other participants by interacting with the signer. This interactive protocol uses
challenges to the signer based on the messagem whose signature is being verified and
on the sample messagew; the challenge is verified using the alleged partial signature
of m and the known signature onw. A successfully answered challenge by the signer
proves the correctness of the signature onm. Indeed, we show that if the signature onm
is incorrect the signer has only negligible probability to convince the verifier to accept
its validity. In addition, we prove this protocol to bezero-knowledge[GMR2], thus even
corrupted verifiers do not learn any information from the execution of this protocol that
may help in forging signatures.

Our solution is based on a protocol due to Chaum and van Antwerpen [CA], and further
developed in [Ch] and [BCDP], designed to prove in zero-knowledge the equality of the
discrete logarithms of two elements over a prime fieldZp relative to two different bases.
The protocol and the proof presented in the above papers do not work overZn for
compositen as required here, in particular, since they strongly rely on the existence of
a generator for the multiplicative groupZ∗p. We show a variant of the protocol that we
prove to solve our problem overZn.

In the Signature Phase, each playerPi checks the partial signatures produced by each
other playerPj . For clarity of presentation, we concentrate on two players only, the
prover (who is the signer)P and the verifierV . The playerP has his secret signature
key d ∈ [ϕ(n)] and both players have access to a publicly known sample messagew

and its partial signature (underP’s key)wd modn. For anyx ∈ Z∗n we denote bySx the
corresponding signature ofP on x under the keyd, namely,Sx = xd modn. By Ŝx we
denote the “alleged” signature onx, i.e., a string claimed (but not yet verified) to be the
signature ofx.

Figure 5 presents the basic Interactive Verification protocol. This description corre-
sponds to an interactive proof betweenP andV . The functioncommitis a commitment
function [Go], and adding this step to the protocol is done to achieve the zero-knowledge
condition (these are standard techniques, see [GMW2], [BCC], and [Go]). Indeed, the

Interactive Verification

Input: Prover: secretd ∈ [ϕ(n)].
Common: RSA compositen, sample messagew ∈ Z∗n,

signatureSw , messagem ∈ Z∗n, claimedŜm.

1. V choosesi, j ∈R [n] and computesQ
def= miw j modn .

V −→ P: Q.

2. P computes A
def= Qd modn andcommit(A).

P −→ V : commit(A).
3. V −→ P: i, j .
4. P verifies thatQ = miw j modn .

If equality holds, thenP decommits toA.
5. V verifies thatA = Ŝi

mSw j modn.
If equality holds, thenV acceptsŜm as the signature onm,
otherwise it rejects.

Fig. 5. The Interactive Verification protocol.
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zero-knowledge condition is achieved through the properties of the commitment func-
tion, namely, (I)commit(x) reveals no information onx, and (II) P cannot findx′ such
thatcommit(x) = commit(x′).

Commitment functions can be implemented in many ways, in particular using a se-
mantically secure encryption. In our context, one could use commitment functions based
on the RSA function (e.g., [GM] and [BR]) where the private key is not known toV (and,
possibly, not even known toP), and the public key is known to both parties. Commitment
to A is done byP by (probabilistically) encrypting this value, while decommitment is
done by havingP reveal bothA and the stringr used for the probabilistic encryption.
This implementation of a commitment function is very efficient as it involves no long
exponentiations.

In the following theorem we state the security properties of the above Interactive
Verification protocol.

Theorem 2. Let n= pq, where p< q, p = 2p′ +1,q = 2q′ +1,and p,q, p′,q′ are
all prime numbers. Assuming that factoring n is hard(i.e., no cheating prover knows or
can compute the factorization of n) then the Interactive Verification protocol in Fig. 5 is
a zero-knowledge proof system for the language EDLn = {(m, Sm, w, Sw) ∈ (Z∗n)4 s.t.
there exists d: Sm = ±md modn and Sw = wd modn}.

We therefore need to prove the following three properties:

Completeness. If P andV follow the protocol, thenV always accepts the signature.
Soundness. No cheating proverP∗ can convinceV to acceptŜm 6= ±md modn,

except for a negligible probabilityO(1)/p′.
Zero-knowledge(informal). Any (possibly cheating) verifierV∗ interacting with

proverP does not learn any information beyond the signatureSm = md modn.

The proof of completeness of the protocol is immediate and the zero-knowledge property
is argued above. Here we prove the soundness property. The following is the core claim
behind the proof of soundness.

Lemma 4. The prover’s cheating probability in the Interactive Verification protocol is
at most ind(w)/ord(Ŝm/md)+ 2((n− ϕ(n))/n).

Proof. The prover’s probability to cheat, i.e., to convinceV to accept̂Sm, is maximized
by choosingA that passesV ’s test (in Step 3) with maximal probability (relative to the
valuesi, j chosen byV). Since the prover choosesA after having seen the “challenge”Q
from V (and based on its knowledge ofŜm,m, w,d, andn), then the proof of soundness
needs to capture that some information oni, j (at least from the information-theoretic
point of view) is available to the prover when selectingA.

In the actual protocol,V choosesi, j randomly from the set [n]; for simplicity of
analysis we assume that these values are chosen from [ϕ(n)], and account for the event
that eitheri or j fall outside of this range in the prover’s probability to cheat. The
probability of such an event (i.e., thati or j /∈ [ϕ(n)]) is at most 2((n− ϕ(n))/n), and
it appears in the lemma’s bound. Therefore we assumei, j ∈R [ϕ(n)].
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We defineI (Q) = {i ∈ [ϕ(n)]: ∃ j, Q = miw j modn}. We write Ŝm = αmd, for
α ∈ Z∗n. In Step 3 the verifier will check whetherA = Ŝi

mSj
w = αi mdiwd j = αi Qd.

As the valueα has been set then for anyA the number ofi ’s which satisfy thatαi =
AQ−d is at mostϕ(n)/ord(α). Given Q, V ’s choice ofi is uniformly distributed over
I (Q), as for eachi ∈ I (Q) there is the same number (ind(w)) of values j which
satisfy the equationQ = miw j modn. Thus, the probability ofP to succeed is at most
(ϕ(n)/ord(α))/|I (Q)|.

Now we show that,∀Q, |I (Q)| = 0 or |I (Q)| ≥ ord(w). For valuesi ∈ I (Q) and
1 such thatm1 ∈ 〈w〉, it holds thati + 1 ∈ I (Q) (because there existj, j ′ such that
Q = miw j andm1 = w j ′ from which it follows thatQ = mi+1w j− j ′ ). Therefore,
we get thatI (Q) = {i0 + 1: m1 ∈ 〈w〉and1 < ϕ(n)} where i0 is the minimal
element inI (Q). Thus, if I (Q) is nonempty, then its size equals the size of the set
D = {1 < ϕ(n): m1 ∈ 〈w〉}. We proceed to bound the size ofD. Using standard
arguments it is easy to show that ifδ is the minimal nonzero element ofD, then the
elements ofD are exactly the multiples ofδ (smaller thanϕ(n)). Thus,|D| = ϕ(n)/δ.
We end the proof by showingδ ≤ ind(w). Let i1 < i2 ≤ δ. The cosetsmi1〈w〉 and
mi2〈w〉 are disjoint (a common element would imply thatwi2−i1 ∈ 〈w〉 in contradiction
to the minimality ofδ). Thus,m1〈w〉,m2〈w〉, . . . ,mδ〈w〉 are δ disjoint cosets inZ∗n
each of sizeord(w). We haveδ ≤ |Z∗n|/ord(w) = ϕ(n)/ord(w) = ind(w). In sum,
|I (Q)| = |D| = ϕ(n)/δ ≥ ϕ(n)/ind(w) = ord(w). Combining all the above we get
our probabilityϕ(n)/ord(α)ord(w) = ind(w)/ord(α).

We stress that the above lemma holds also for a computationally unbounded cheating
prover, and that the bound in the lemma is tight for such a prover (up to the term
2((n−ϕ(n))/n)). Next, we show how to apply the lemma to prove the soundness of the
protocol in the case thatn is chosen with the particular form stated in Theorem 2, and
the (cheating) prover cannot break RSA.

Proof of Theorem 2 (Soundness). The bound in Lemma 4 is given in terms of the
order of elements in the groupZ∗n. Thus, in order to establish the exact bound for the
above special form ofn we need to study the order of elements in this particular group.
There is one element of order 1 inZ∗n (the unit element), three of order 2 (−1 and two
other nontrivial roots of 1), 4p′ +4q′ −8 elements of order ranging betweenp′ and 2q′,
and the rest have all order which is at leastp′q′. (This can be argued based on the special
form of p andq and the order of elements modulo these primes, and then using the
Chinese Remainder Theorem.) In particular, the order ofw, which is chosen at random,
is at leastp′q′, with probability 1−4(p′ + q′)/ϕ(n) ≥ 1−2/p′, and thenind(w)which
equalsϕ(n)/ord(w) is at most 4 (notice thatϕ(n) = 4p′q′).

As in the noninteractive protocol (see soundness part of Theorem 1), a successful
cheating ofP∗ happens when it convincesV to accept a valuêSm = αmd modn, for
α 6= ±1 modn. Notice that the prover (who knowsd) can compute such anα from m
andŜm. This excludes the possibility thatα would be one of the nontrivial square roots
of 1, since knowledge of such an element would allow the prover to factorn. Therefore,
α = Ŝm/md must be of order at leastp′. Finally, the expressionn− ϕ(n)/n is at most
1/p′ in this case. The corollary then follows by replacing these values in the bound
expressionind(w)/ord(Ŝm/md)+ 2((n− ϕ(n)/n) in Lemma 4.
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5.3. Performance Analysis

Computation. Under normal operation of the system, i.e., when no faults occur, each
player needs to compute a partial signature which is a single exponentiation of an expo-
nent which is the length of the RSA modulus.

When faults occur the players need to engage in Interactive Verification. Each such
verification requiresP to carry out three exponentiations of exponents of the size of the
RSA modulus, and a single commitment which is an efficient computation. The verifier
needs to compute four exponentiations.

When a player fails the interactive verification test, which means that it is faulty, the
private share of this player is reconstructed. This is done using the VSS Reconstruc-
tion Phase which is a computation which requires only a polynomial number inN of
multiplications.

Memory. The size of the memory required for each player is(N + 1) logn.

Communication. Signature generation requires one round of communication. If In-
teractive Verification is invoked this requires four additional rounds of communication,
and the VSS Reconstruction Phase requires another additional round.

6. A Secure Threshold RSA Scheme

In this section we prove that the combination of the [Ra2] threshold RSA scheme (see
Fig. 1 in Section 3.3) with the robustness techniques developed in Sections 4 and 5
yields two secure solutions to threshold RSA signature schemes. Similar results can be
shown by combining our techniques with other threshold RSA solutions [DF2], [DDFY],
[Ra2].

Theorem 3. Assuming factoring is hard there exist efficient, simulatable, and robust
(T, N)-threshold RSA signature schemes for any value T, N ≥ 2T + 1, where the RSA
composite is the product of two safe primes(i.e., n = pq, p = 2p′ + 1,q = 2q′ + 1,
and p, p′,q,q′ are all prime numbers).

Remark(simulatability versus unforgeability). The theorem proves that the two con-
structions aresimulatable. Using Proposition 1 it follows that the resultant threshold
schemes are “as unforgeable as” the underlying signature scheme. Note that the hypoth-
esis of the theorem simply assumes that factoring is hard. This is indeed sufficient to
prove the simulatability and robustness of the schemes. However, in order to deduce un-
forgeability of the distributed schemes, one has to assume that the underlying signature
scheme is unforgeable (which is not known to rely only on the hardness of factoring).
Typically, such a scheme uses an encoding of the message (e.g., using a cryptographic
hash function) to which the RSA decryption function is applied.

Overview. Fixing an adversaryA, we present simulators such that the view of the
adversary on the execution of the protocol and its view on the execution of the simulator
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Input: The number of playersN and thresholdT , the public keyn,e, the messagem, and its
signatureSm = md modn.

SIM− 1

Secret Key Distribution

1. Choose shareŝd1, . . . , d̂N−1 ∈R [1..n]. Send d̂1, . . . , d̂T to players P1, . . . , PT ,
respectively.

2. For eachd̂i ,1≤ i ≤ N − 1, run the ICP-Gen-Integers protocol.
3. For the missing sharêdN send to playerPj two random valueŝbN j ∈ [2k1] andĉN j ∈ [2k3].
4. Using aT-out-of-N VSS protocol (as in [BGW] and [Pe]) share amongP1, . . . , PN the

valued̂i for 1≤ i ≤ N − 1 in a prime fieldZP whereP > n.

Signature Generation

1. Computeσ̂ i
4= md̂i modn for 1≤ i ≤ N − 1.

2. Setσ̂ N
4= Sm/

∏N−1
i=1 md̂i .

3. Verify partial signatures:
(a) For 1≤ i ≤ T carry out Noninteractive Verification (Fig. 3) as the verifier. Reconstruct

the shareŝdi of the playersPi (1 ≤ i ≤ T) that fail the verification step (this recon-
struction uses the fact that̂di was shared among all players during the secret key
distribution phase).

(b) ForT + 1≤ i ≤ N − 1 carry out Noninteractive Verification (Fig. 3) as the prover.
(c) For i = N carry out Noninteractive Verification (Fig. 3) as the prover in the following

way. OutputŶN j = σ̂ bN j
N mcN j

Fig. 6. Simulator for the noninteractive case.

are indistinguishable. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that the
adversary corrupts playersP1, . . . , PT .

6.1. Proof of the Noninteractive Scheme

The robustness of the protocol is immediate, since Theorem 1 implies that the probability
that an incorrect partial signature is accepted isT · (1/p′ + 1/2k1 + 1/2k2) which can be
made negligible.

The simulator is shown in Fig. 6. We analyze the information viewed by the adversary
which is generated by an execution of the protocol and the simulator.

Secret Key Distribution.

1. d̂i is a uniformly distributed value in [1..n] anddi is a uniformly distributed value
in [0..ϕ(n)− 1] which are statistically indistinguishable distributions.

2. The verification data dealt during the simulation through ICP-Gen-Integers is dis-
tributed exactly the same as in the real execution (including for the shared̂N).

3. For each of the VSS (as the [BGW] VSS scheme is information theoretically secure)
the view of the adversary is simplyT uniformly distributed values inZP, and this
is what the simulator generates.
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Signature Generation.

1. The indistinguishability of the distribution ofσi andσ̂ i follows from the argument
on the distribution ofdi andd̂i for T + 1≤ i ≤ N.

2. The simulated Noninteractive Verification protocol for 1≤ i ≤ N is identical to a
real execution in the protocol.

6.2. Proof of the Interactive Scheme

The robustness of the protocol is immediate, since Theorem 2 implies that the probability
that an incorrect partial signature is accepted isO(T)/p′ which is negligible.

The simulator is shown in Fig. 7. We analyze the information viewed by the adversary
which is generated by an execution of the protocol and the simulator.

Secret Key Distribution.

1. Clearly,ŵ and Ŝw have the same exact distribution as in the real execution (a
random message and its signature).

2. d̂i is a uniformly distributed value in [1..n] anddi is a uniformly distributed value
in [0..ϕ(n)− 1] which are statistically indistinguishable distributions.

3. The valuesŵ1, . . . , ŵN−1 are generated in the same manner asw1, . . . , wN−1.

Input: The number of playersN and thresholdT , the public keyn,e, the messagem, and its
signatureSm = md modn.

SIM− 2

Secret Key Distribution

1. Choose a random̂Sw ∈ Z∗n and setŵ = Ŝe
w modn.

2. Choose shareŝd1, . . . , d̂N−1 ∈R [1..n]. Give d̂i to playerPi .

3. Computeŵ1
4= ŵd̂1, . . . , ŵN−1

4= ŵd̂N−1 modn. SetŵN
4= Ŝw/

∏N−1
i=1 ŵi modn.

4. Using theT-out-of-N VSS protocol (as in [BGW] and [Pe]) share amongP1, . . . , PN the
value d̂i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 in a prime fieldZP whereP > n. For 1≤ i ≤ T set Pi ’s
share ofd̂N uniformly at random to a value inZP.

Signature Generation

1. Computeσ̂ i
4= md̂i modn for T + 1≤ i ≤ N − 1.

2. Setσ̂ N
4= Sm/

∏N−1
i=1 σ̂ i modn.

3. For 1≤ i ≤ T carry out Interactive Verification (Fig. 5) as the verifier. Reconstructd̂i for
the playersPi who fail (this reconstruction uses the fact thatd̂i was shared among all players
during the secret key distribution phase).

4. ForT + 1≤ i ≤ N − 1 carry out Interactive Verification (Fig. 5) as the prover.
5. Forσ̂ N , ŵN simulate Interactive Verification as follows:

(a) Get the questionQ and choose a random valuer and computecommit(r ).

(b) Get the valuesi, j , computeAN = σ̂ i
Nŵ

j
N modn. Rewind the simulator one step back

and givecommit(AN).

Fig. 7. Simulator for the interactive case.
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It is easily argued that the distribution of̂wi where d̂i ∈ [1..n] is statistically
indistinguishable from the distribution ofwi wheredi ∈ [0..ϕ(n)− 1].

4. The valuesd̂1, . . . , d̂N−1 are statistically indistinguishable fromd1, . . . ,dN−1,
hence their sum modϕ(n) is statistically indistinguishable from the sum of the
di ’s, henced̂N modϕ(n) is statistically indistinguishable fromdN modϕ(n), thus
the valueŵN is statistically indistinguishable fromwN .

5. The VSS for the valueŝdi , 1≤ i ≤ N − 1, is identical to the execution in the real
protocol.

6. The simulator does not knoŵdN and thus cannot share it using VSS, yet as the
[BGW] VSS scheme is information theoretically secure the view of the adversary
is simply T uniformly distributed values inZP, and this is what the simulator
generates.

Signature Generation.

1. The indistinguishability of the distribution ofσi modn andσ̂ i modn follows from
the argument on the distribution ofdi andd̂i for 1≤ i ≤ N.

2. The Interactive Verification protocol for 1≤ i ≤ N−1 is identical to the execution
in the protocol.

3. Since the Interactive Verification protocol is zero-knowledge its simulation is in-
distinguishable from the real execution.

7. Verifying the Dealing Phase

Our basic security model assumes that the Dealing Phase is trusted, namely, that the
adversary is not active during this phase. This is necessary due to the fact that during
this phase the secret signature key is generated and held in a single place by the dealer.
Recent work [BF] has presented progress toward distributed solutions for the generation
of private RSA keys. At this point, this work may not be combined with our solutions
due to the special form of the RSA modulus that we assumed for the analysis of our
protocols. However, in many practical applications one can assume that the one-time
generation of a private signature key can be done in a safe environment (e.g., using a
protected computing device that is erased or destroyed after the dealing is done). In
other applications it is in the interest of the dealer to keep its private key secret (e.g., in
the case of distribution of the decryption capability for the sake of key backup or key
escrow). This form of trust in the secrecy of the key does necessarily imply that the
dealing process was performed correctly (e.g., a party escrowing a key may be interested
in dealing the key incorrectly so it cannot be reconstructed later). Thus, it is important
to ensure that once the Dealing Phase is over, the players have a guarantee that the
system will work properly. In particular, that the information dealt to them is correct and
consistent.

In this section we show how to verify that the dealer performs correctly the sharing of
the keys and of the verification data in the interactive protocol of Section 5. This reduces
significantly the trust required from the dealer at system initialization. This contribution
of our work, i.e., specifying the steps to verify the correct dealing of the signature key,
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is important in addition to, and independently of, the aspect of verification of partial
signatures.

We first present the main steps of the Dealing Phase including the measures to
verify the actions of the dealer and other players. We then elaborate on some of these
steps.

1. The dealerD chooses primesp andq, it sets the modulusn = pq, and chooses the
private and public exponentsd ande, respectively. These parameters are chosen as
for any RSA system. We additionally impose onpandq that they be of special form,
namely,p = 2p′ + 1, q = 2q′ + 1, wherep′,q′ are prime numbers.D broadcasts
the values ofn ande, which will be used as thepublic key(or verification key) for
the system’s combined RSA signatures.

2. D shares the private exponentd as specified by the underlying threshold signature
scheme (see Section 3.3).D sends to each playerPi its sharedi in a private but
“openable way.” By “openable way” we mean that the sender and/or recipient of
the information can later show, if necessary, to other parties what the actual value
transmitted was. This can be implemented by sending the valuedi from D to Pi

encrypted under a public key ofPi (and later exposing the encrypted value to all
players).

3. TheN players collectively choose a random valuew in Z∗n (using standard tech-
niques for collective coin tossing).

4. D broadcasts the valueswi = wdi modn, i = 1, . . . , N.
5. EachPi checks that the valuewi broadcasted byD in the previous step corresponds

to the valuesw anddi asPi holds. If not,Pi “opens” the valuedi sent fromD in
Step 2, and broadcasts it as an accusation againstD. If Pi ’s accusation is verified
by a majority of other players, thenD is disqualified. Otherwise it isPi who is
disqualified.

6. Each player verifies the correct dealing ofd and the correct signatureswi , for i =
1, . . . , N, by performing the verification procedure explained below. A player that
finds an inconsistency in this procedure votes for the disqualification of the dealer
(votes are broadcast to all players). If a majority of such votes are collected, the
dealer is disqualified. Otherwise, the players (if any) that vote for disqualification
are disqualified.

7. The dealerD destroys all the secret information it generated, includingp, q, d,
and the sharesdi .

Disqualification of players is decided by majority vote, namely, we require more than
N/2 players to agree before a player is disqualified. Notice that if the dealer is disqualified
in the above protocol a new Dealing Phase (with a different dealer, rebooted machine,
etc.) needs to be initiated. Disqualified players need not necessarily be replaced. The
Dealing Phase can be successfully completed as long as there is a majority of good players
(see Lemma 5 below). However, for simplicity, we assume that disqualified players are
replaced (and a new Dealing Phase started). As a consequence, we assume that the
Signature Generation Phase is started after the Dealing Phase is completed successfully
with no player disqualified.

We elaborate on Step 6 of the above protocol.
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VERIFICATION OF SHARES AND SAMPLE SIGNATURES. The following is a procedure by
which each player can verify the correct dealing ofd into the sharesd1, . . . ,dN , and
the correct value of the sample signatureswi = wdi modn. (In what follows we omit
the modn notation.) Verifying the correctness of the shares means that the sum of the
di ’s is d. The valueswi are correct if they correspond to the partial signatureswdi for
the verified sharesdi . Furthermore, the players need to establish that the VSS back-up
[Ra2] of all valuesdi is in fact the sharing of the value committed to bywi .

We get that a correct sharing is verified by the equation

d =
n∑

i=1

di . (A.1)

In our case the explicit values of all the sharesdi are not available to each player, therefore
the checking of correct dealing is done using the equivalent of the above equation “in
the exponent,” namely, each player verifies that (remember thatwi = wdi )3

w =
(

n∏
i=1

wi

)e

. (A.2)

In order to be able to claim that the verification of (A.2) implies the correctness of (A.1)
we need to solve two problems. The first is the fact that there may be a valuewi which
is not a power ofw, i.e., there is no valuet for whichwi = wt . The second problem is
that even if the valueswi are all exponents ofw, the equality in (A.2) only implies that
the equality in (A.1) holds moduloord(w), which may be a problem ifw is an element
of low order.

To verify that the valueswi are indeed exponents ofwwe use the following subprotocol
[CEG]. For eachi ∈ [N] the dealerD chooses a valuer ∈R [ϕ(n)] and broadcasts
w′ = wr . The players collectively choose a random bitb. If b = 0,D broadcasts the
valuer , otherwise it broadcasts the valuedi + r modϕ(n). In the first case, each player
can check whetherwr = w′, and in the second, whetherw(r+di ) = w′wi . If wi /∈ 〈w〉,
then the probability thatD passes this test is 1/2. By repeating this procedurek times
the probability that the dealer can cheat goes down to 2−k. This protocol can be done
noninteractively if one is willing to assume the existence of ideal hashing functions
(random oracle).

As for the problem that the equality (A.1) is verified only moduloord(w), we point
out that because of the assumed form ofp andq (i.e., (p− 1)/2 and(q − 1)/2 being
prime numbers), the order of a random elementw is equal toϕ(n)/2 or ϕ(n)/4 with
overwhelming probability. In the former case, the order ofw is a multiple of the order
of all other elements inZ∗n and then (A.2) implies (A.1). In the caseord(w) = ϕ(n)/4,
the element−w is of orderϕ(n)/2. Therefore, one solution to the above problem is
to repeat the described process for bothw and−w. If the above verification procedure

3 This is a specific verification which relates to the specific form in which the secret keyd is shared in [Ra2].
If the sharing ofd is done via a polynomial (this may occur in other threshold schemes), then the fact that all
the committed values interpolate into a single polynomial of degreeT can be verified in the exponent as well.
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is completed successfully for both values, then only the value ofw is carried to the
Signature Generation Phase.4

In order to verify that the VSS sharing of the valuesdi correspond to the desired value
committed to bywi we change the VSS sharing slightly. Instead of sharing the values
over a prime field we use a sharing using Feldman’s VSS over the integers. For details
see [Ra2] and [FGMY]. The Feldman secret sharing is designed is such a manner that
in addition to the sharing of a value, saydi , it also exposes the valuewi = wdi . As the
valuewi is exactly our witness value we immediately have the guarantee that the shared
value is the value committed to by the witness.

VERIFICATION OF THE PRIME FACTORS. We need to check that the dealer chooses the
modulusn of the right form, i.e.,n = pq with p = 2p′ + 1 andq = 2q′ + 1. Recently,
Gennaro et al. [GMR3] have presented a zero-knowledge proof to verify that a composite
is of a slightly different form, wherep,q are of the formp = 2pα1 +1 andq = 2qβ1 +1.
Applying their techniques in our setting equates the dealers’ probability of cheating with
the probability of factoring his composite. See [GMR3] for details.

We summarize the properties of the Dealing Phase in the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Assume that the composite n is chosen as specified and let T, N ≥ 2T +1.
If there are at most T cheating players during the above Dealing Phase, and the dealer is
not disqualified, then the good players end that phase with correct partial signatures on
w for every nondisqualified player, and the corresponding shares di sum to the correct
exponent d, as chosen byD. Moreover, if the dealer is honest nothing is learned by any
of the players that can help a coalition of less than T players to forge a signature.

8. Conclusions and Further Applications

We presented two protocols for verifying partial signatures. The first protocol is a nonin-
teractive one, the second is interactive, yet provides the ability to have public verification
of the partial signatures. Both protocols are low on computation and communication,
thus, achieving an efficient, robust, threshold-RSA signature scheme.

Our techniques are closely related to the notion of undeniable signatures [CA]. Re-
cently, Gennaro et al. [GKR] achieved RSA-based undeniable signatures which build
on the Interactive Verification protocol presented and analyzed here (previous undeni-
able signature schemes were based on discrete logarithm-based systems). Undeniable
signatures are characterized by the fact that public information is not sufficient in order
to verify the signature but interaction with the signer is required for such verification.
The techniques based in our work can be further applied to separate between the signing
and verification processes in the sense that a signer could delegate the ability to verify
signatures to a third party while the latter cannot forge signatures.

The techniques developed here for shared RSA signature generation apply to shared

4 Another option is to test onlyw. If ord(w) = ϕ(n)/2, then no cheating forD is possible. Iford(w) =
ϕ(n)/4 = p′q′, then the only possible cheating byD is to deal instead of the right exponentd, the exponent
d′ = d + p′q′ (or d′ = d + 3p′q′) which satisfies all equations forw but not for valuesw′ of order 2p′q′.
However, even in this case the equations are satisfied up to their sign (since in this casew′d′ = −w′d), and as
stated in Section 3.4 getting a right signature except for the wrong sign is acceptable in our setting.
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RSA decryption as well. Using these mechanisms, a user (acting as the dealer) shares
its private decryption key with a set of agents, such that the cooperation of at least
a threshold of these agents is required in order to decrypt messages intended for that
user; no coalition of less thanT agents can decrypt such messages or learn about the
user’s decryption key. This has natural applications to key escrow systems. In such an
application the verifiability of the dealer’s actions is particularly important since the user
(acting as a dealer) may have a strong interest to share the wrong key in order to prevent
the eventual decryption by the agents of messages intended for him/her.
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